
 ‘National Changes’ Rules 2021 Update

As always with the release of the IFAF rulebook, there are allowances for the adoption of certain ‘National
Changes’ to certain aspects of the rules to allow for some flexibility in the staging and playing of Flag
Football events at a local level.

The following are the ‘National Changes’ which are adopted by GAFA for the 2021 Season:

 Playing Field: Total Length 70 yards (2 x 10 yard end zones and 50 yards field of play) Total
Width 30 yards. This an additional width of 5 yards to the standard field, length remains as
standard.

 Main League is Co-ed, therefore team rosters can be made up of players of mixed genders

 Team Rosters are not limited to 15 players, but in the interest of game time per player, it is
recommended that teams do not exceed this. Teams with large rosters may wish to consider
creating a second team to enter into competition, but are not required to do so.

 Teams provide their own balls, which do not have to be leather. League provided footballs are
leather.

 Mouthpieces are strongly recommended for players aged 16-18

 Headwear such as caps may be worn at the Official’s discretion

 Score boards are not required for regular season games – Score is kept by an official

All other rules remain as stated in the IFAF 2021 rule book with the two following minor exceptions:

1. For team timeouts, if both teams are ready to play ahead of the full 60 seconds of the time out
being completed, then the Referee may proceed to start the 25 second play clock earlier. This is
only possible if both teams are in agreement, otherwise the full timeout must be taken.

This amendment is made purely to allow for instances when a timeout is being called to conserve
time remaining on the game clock, but no use of the full time out is required, in order to allow for
faster game flow.

No team should be pressured into ending a time out early, should they wish to take advantage of
the full time allowance given by a time out.

2. Jersey numbers may include 0 & 00, instead of being 1-99 only.


